ABSTRACT The paradigm of Internet of Things (IoT) is paving the way for a world, where many of our daily objects will be interconnected and will interact with their environment in order to collect information and automate certain tasks. Such a vision requires, among other things, seamless authentication, data privacy, security, robustness against attacks, easy deployment, and self-maintenance. Such features can be brought by blockchain, a technology born with a cryptocurrency called Bitcoin. In this paper, a thorough review on how to adapt blockchain to the specific needs of IoT in order to develop Blockchain-based IoT (BIoT) applications is presented. After describing the basics of blockchain, the most relevant BIoT applications are described with the objective of emphasizing how blockchain can impact traditional cloud-centered IoT applications. Then, the current challenges and possible optimizations are detailed regarding many aspects that affect the design, development, and deployment of a BIoT application. Finally, some recommendations are enumerated with the aim of guiding future BIoT researchers and developers on some of the issues that will have to be tackled before deploying the next generation of BIoT applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) is expanding at a fast pace and some reports [1] predict that IoT devices will grow to 26 billions by 2020, which are 30 times the estimated number of devices deployed in 2009 and is far more than the 7.3 billion smartphones, tablets and PCs that are expected to be in use by 2020. Moreover, some forecasts [2] anticipate a fourfold growth in Machine-to-Machine (M2M) connections in the next years (from 780 million in 2016 to 3.3 billion by 2021), which may be related to a broad spectrum of applications like home automation [3] , transportation [4] , defense and public safety [5] , wearables [6] or augmented reality [7] , [8] .
In order to reach such a huge growth, it is necessary to build an IoT stack, standardize protocols and create the proper layers for an architecture that will provide services to IoT devices. Currently, most IoT solutions rely on the centralized server-client paradigm, connecting to cloud servers through the Internet. Although this solution may work properly nowadays, the expected growth suggests that new paradigms will have to be proposed. Among such proposals, decentralized architectures were suggested in the past to create large Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) [9] - [11] , but some pieces were missing in relation to privacy and security until the arrival of blockchain technology. Therefore, as it is illustrated in Figure 1 , in the last years pre-IoT closed and centralized mainframe architectures evolved towards IoT open-access cloud-centered alternatives, being the next step the distribution of the cloud functionality among multiple peers, where blockchain technology can help.
Blockchain technologies are able to track, coordinate, carry out transactions and store information from a large amount of devices, enabling the creation of applications that require no centralized cloud. Some companies like IBM go further and talk about blockchain as a technology for democratizing the future IoT [12] , since it addresses the current critical challenges for its massive adoption:
• Many IoT solutions are still expensive due to costs related to the deployment and maintenance of centralized clouds and server farms. When such an infrastructure is not created by the supplier, the cost comes from middlemen.
• Maintenance is also a problem when having to distribute regular software updates to millions of smart devices.
• After Edward Snowden leaks [13] , [14] , it is difficult for IoT adopters to trust technological partners who, in general, give device access and control to certain authorities (i.e., governments, manufacturers or service providers), allowing them to collect and analyze user data. Therefore, privacy and anonymity should be at the core of future IoT solutions.
• Lack of trust is also fostered by closed-source code.
To increase trust and security, transparency is essential, so open-source approaches should be taken into account when developing the next generation of IoT solutions.
It is important to note that open-source code, like closedsource code, is still susceptible to bugs and exploits, but, since it can be monitored constantly by many users, it is less prone to malicious modifications from third parties.
Blockchain technology has been growing at an astounding pace over the past two years. As reported by Statista [15] , investments by venture capitalists in blockchain startups rose from 93 million to 550 million U.S. dollars from 2013 to 2016. Furthermore, the market for blockchain technology worldwide is forecast to grow to 2.3 billion U.S. dollars by 2021. According to McKinsey & Company, although it is still in a nascent stage, blockchain technology may reach its full potential within the next 4 years based on its current pace of evolution [16] . In addition, as of writing, there are over 1,563 digital coins [17] , just a few years after Bitcoin [18] , the cryptocurrency that originated the blockchain, was born.
Bitcoin is a digital coin whose transactions are exchanged in a decentralized trustless way combining peer-to-peer file sharing with public-key cryptography. Public keys are alphanumeric strings formed by 27 to 32 characters that are used to send and receive Bitcoins, avoiding the necessity of making use of personal information to identify users. One feature that characterizes Bitcoin is miners, who receive coins for their computational work to verify and store payments in the blockchain. Such payments, like in any other currency, are performed in exchange of products, services or fiat money. This paper is not aimed at detailing the inner workings of Bitcoin, but the interested readers can find good overviews on how Bitcoin works in [19] - [21] .
The use of cryptocurrencies based on blockchain technology is said to revolutionize payments thanks to their advantages respect to traditional currencies. Since middlemen are removed, merchant payment fees can be reduced below 1 % and users do not have to wait days for transfers, receiving funds immediately. Modern cryptocurrencies can be divided into three elements [19] : blockchain, protocol and currency. It must be indicated that a coin can implement its own currency and protocol, but its blockchain may run on the blockchain of another coin like Bitcoin or Ethereum [22] . For instance, Counterparty [23] has its own currency and protocol, but it runs on the Bitcoin blockchain.
In the case of a cryptocurrency, the blockchain acts as a ledger that stores all the coin transactions that have been performed. This means that the blockchain grows continuously, adding new blocks every certain time intervals. A full node (a computer that validates transactions) owns a copy of the whole blockchain, which also contains information about user addresses and balances. If the blockchain is public, in can be queried through a block explorer like Blockchain.info in order to obtain the transactions related to a specific address. Therefore, the key contribution of blockchain is that it provides a way to carry out transactions with another person or entity without having to rely on third-parties. This is possible thanks to many decentralized miners (i.e., accountants) that scrutinize and validate every transaction. This contribution allowed the Bitcoin blockchain to provide a solution to the Byzantine Generals' Problem [24] , since it is able to reach an agreement about something (a battle plan) among multiple parties (generals) that do not trust each other, when only exchanging messages, which may come from malicious third-parties (traitors) that may try to mislead them. In the case of cryptocurrencies, this computational problem is related to the double-spend problem, which deals with how to confirm that some amount of digital cash was not already spent without the validation of a trusted third-party (i.e., usually, a bank) that keeps a record of all the transactions and user balances.
IoT shares some common problems with cryptocurrencies, since in an IoT system there are many entities (nodes, gateways, users) that do not necessarily trust each other when performing transactions. However, there are several aspects that differentiate IoT from digital currencies, like the amount of computing power available in the nodes or the necessity for minimizing the energy consumed in devices powered with batteries. Therefore, this paper studies such similarities and analyzes the advantages that blockchain can bring to IoT despite its current practical limitations. Moreover, the main Blockchain-based IoT (BIoT) architectures and improvements that have already proposed are reviewed. Furthermore, the most relevant future challenges for the application of blockchain to IoT are detailed.
Other authors have previously presented surveys on the application of blockchain to different fields. For instance, in [25] it is provided an extensive description on the basics of blockchain and smart contracts, and it is given a good overview on the application and deployment of BIoT solutions. However, although the paper provides very useful information, it does not go deep into the characteristics of the ideal BIoT architecture or on the possible optimizations to be performed for creating BIoT applications. Another interesting work is presented in [26] , where the authors provide a generic review on the architecture and the different mechanisms involved in blockchain, although it is not focused on its application to IoT. Similarly, in [27] and [28] different researchers give overviews on blockchain, but they emphasize its application to different Big Data areas and multiple industrial applications. Finally, it is worth mentioning the systematic reviews presented in [29] and [30] , which analyze the sort of topics that papers in the literature deal with when proposing the use of blockchain.
Unlike the reviews previously mentioned, this work presents a holistic approach to blockchain for IoT scenarios, including not only the basics on blockchain-based IoT applications, but also a thorough analysis on the most relevant aspects involved on their development, deployment and optimization. It is also the aim of this work to envision the potential contribution of blockchain for revolutionizing the IoT industry and confront today challenges.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the basics of blockchain technologies: how they work, which types exist and how to decide if it is appropriate to make use of a blockchain. Section III presents the most relevant BIoT applications. Section IV reviews critical aspects to be optimized in a blockchain in order to adapt it to an IoT application. Section V describes the main shortcomings of current BIoT applications and outlines the primary technical challenges they face. Section VI identifies further medium-term challenges and proposes recommendations for IoT developers. Finally, Section VII is devoted to conclusions.
II. BLOCKCHAIN BASICS
A blockchain is like a distributed ledger whose data are shared among a network of peers. As it was previously mentioned, it is considered as the main contribution of Bitcoin, since it solved a longer-lasting financial problem known as the double-spend problem. The solution proposed by Bitcoin consisted in looking for the consensus of most mining nodes, who append the valid transactions to the blockchain.
Although the concept of blockchain was originated as a tool for a cryptocurrency, it is not necessary to develop a cryptocurrency to use a blockchain and build decentralized applications [31] . A blockchain, as its name implies, is a chain of timestamped blocks that are linked by cryptographic hashes. To introduce the reader into the inner workings of a blockchain, the next subsections describe its basic characteristics and functioning.
A. BLOCKCHAIN BASIC FUNCTIONING
In order to use a blockchain, it is first required to create a P2P network with all the nodes interested in making use of such a blockchain. Every node of the network receives two keys: a public key, which is used by the other users for encrypting the messages sent to a node, and a private key, which allows a node to read such messages. Therefore, two different keys are used, one for encrypting and another for decrypting. In practice, the private key is used for signing blockchain transactions (i.e., to approve such transactions), while the public key works like a unique address. Only the user with the proper private key is able to decrypt the messages encrypted with the corresponding public key. This is called asymmetric cryptography. A detailed explanation of its inner workings is out of the scope of this paper, but the interested reader can obtain further details in [32] and [33] .
When a node carries out a transaction, it signs it and then broadcasts it to its one-hop peers. The fact of signing the transaction in a unique way (using the private key) enables authenticating it (only the user with a specific private key can sign it) and guarantees integrity (if there is an error during the transmission of the data, it will not be decrypted). As the peers of the node that broadcasts the transaction receive the signed transaction, they verify that it is valid before retransmitting VOLUME 6, 2018 it to other peers, thus, contributing to its spread through the network. The transactions disseminated in this way and that are considered valid by the network are ordered and packed into a timestamped block by special nodes called miners. The election of the miners and the data included into the block depend on a consensus algorithm (a more detailed definition of the concept of consensus algorithm is given later in Section IV-D).
The blocks packed by a miner are then broadcast back into the network. Then the blockchain nodes verify that the broadcast block contains valid transactions and that it references the previous block of the chain by using the corresponding hash. If such conditions are not fulfilled, the block is discarded. However, if both conditions are verified successfully, the nodes add the block to their chain, updating the transactions.
B. TYPES OF BLOCKCHAINS
There are different types of blockchains depending on the managed data, on the availability of such data, and on what actions can be performed by a user. Thus, it can be distinguished between public and private, and permissioned and permissionless blockchains.
It is important to indicate that some authors use the terms public/permissionless and private/permissioned as synonyms, what may be coherent when talking about cryptocurrencies, but that is not the case for IoT applications, where it is important to distinguish between authentication (who can access the blockchain; private versus public) and authorization (what an IoT device can do; permissionless versus permissioned). Nonetheless, note that such distinctions are still in debate and the definitions given next might differ from others in the literature.
In public blockchains anyone can join the blockchain without the approval of third-parties, being able to act as a simple node or as miner/validator. Miners/validators are usually given economic incentives in public blockchains like Bitcoin, Ethereum or Litecoin [34] .
In the case of private blockchains, the owner restricts network access. Many private blockchains are also permissioned in order to control which users can perform transactions, carry out smart contracts (a concept defined later in Section III) or act as miners in the network, but note that not all private blockchains are necessarily permissioned. For instance, an organization can deploy a private blockchain based on Ethereum, which is permissionless. Examples of permissioned blockchains are the ones used by HyperledgerFabric [35] or Ripple [36] .
It can also be distinguished between blockchains aimed exclusively at tracking digital assets (e.g., Bitcoin) and blockchains that enable running certain logic (i.e., smart contracts). Moreover, there are systems that make use of tokens (e.g., Ripple), while others do not (e.g., Hyperledger). Note that such tokens are not necessarily related to the existence of a cryptocurrency, but they may be used as internal receipts that prove that certain events happened at certain time instants.
As a summary, the different types of blockchains are depicted in Figure 2 together with several examples of implementations.
C. DETERMINING THE NEED FOR USING A BLOCKCHAIN
Before delving into the details on how to make use of a blockchain for IoT applications, it must be first emphasized that a blockchain is not always the best solution for every IoT scenario. Traditional databases or Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) based ledgers [37] may be a better fit for certain IoT applications. Specifically, in order to determine if the use of a blockchain is appropriate, a developer should decide if the following features are necessary for an IoT application:
• Decentralization. IoT applications demand decentralization when there is not a trusted centralized system. However, many users still trust blindly certain companies, government agencies or banks, so if there is mutual trust, a blockchain is not required.
• P2P exchanges. In IoT most communications go from nodes to gateways that route data to a remote server or cloud. Communications among peers at a node level are actually not very common, except for specific applications, like in intelligent swarms [38] or in mist computing systems [39] . There are also other paradigms that foster communications among nodes at the same level, as it happens in fog computing with local gateways [40] , [41] .
• Payment system. Some IoT applications may require to perform economic transactions with third parties, but many applications do not. Moreover, economic transactions can still be carried out through traditional payment systems, although they usually imply to pay transaction fees and it is necessary to trust banks or middlemen.
• Public sequential transaction logging. Many IoT networks collect data that need to be timestamped and stored sequentially. Nonetheless, such needs may be easily fulfilled with traditional databases, especially in cases where security is guaranteed or where attacks are rare.
• Robust distributed system. Distributed systems can also be built on top of clouds, server farms or any form of traditional distributed computing systems [42] . The need of this feature is not enough to justify the use of a blockchain: there also has to be at least a lack of trust in the entity that manages the distributed computing system.
• Micro-transaction collection. Some IoT applications [43] , [44] may need to keep a record of every transaction to maintain traceability, for auditing purposes or because Big Data techniques will be applied later [45] , [46] . In these situations, a sidechain may be useful [47] . However, other applications do not need to store every collected value. For example, in remote agricultural monitoring, where communications are expensive, it is usual to make use of IoT nodes that wake up every hour to obtain environmental data from sensors. In such cases, a local system may collect and store the data, and once a day it transmits the processed information altogether in one transaction [48] . Figure 3 shows a generic flow diagram that allows for determining the type of blockchain that is necessary depending on the characteristics of an IoT system.
III. BIoT APPLICATIONS
Blockchain technology can be applied in many fields and use cases. Swan [19] suggested that blockchain applicability evolution started with Bitcoin (blockchain 1.0), then evolved towards smart contracts (blockchain 2.0) and later moved to justice, efficiency and coordination applications (blockchain 3.0).
Regarding smart contracts, they are defined as pieces of self-sufficient decentralized code that are executed autonomously when certain conditions are met. Smart contracts can be applied in many practical cases, including international transfers, mortgages or crowd funding [49] .
Ethereum is arguably the most popular blockchain-based platform for running smart contracts, although it can actually run other distributed applications and interact with more than one blockchain. In fact, Ethereum is characterized by being Turing-complete, which is a mathematical concept that indicates that Ethereum's programming language can be used to simulate any other language. A detailed explanation on how smart contracts work is out of the scope of this paper, but the interested reader can find a really good description in Section II.D of [25] .
Beyond cryptocurrencies and smart contracts, blockchain technologies can be applied in different areas (the most relevant are shown in Figure 4) where IoT applications are involved [29] , like sensing [50] , [51] , data storage [52] , [53] , identity management [54] , timestamping services [55] , smart living applications [56] , intelligent transportation systems [57] , wearables [58] , supply chain management [59] , mobile crowd sensing [60] , cyber law [61] and security in mission-critical scenarios [62] .
Blockchain can also be used in IoT agricultural applications. For example, in [63] it is presented a traceability system for tracking Chinese agri-food supplies. The system is based on the use of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and a blockchain, being its aim to enhance food safety and quality, and to reduce losses in logistics.
Other researchers focused on managing IoT devices through a blockchain [64] . Such researchers proposed a system able to control and configure IoT devices remotely. The system stores public keys in Ethereum while private The energy sector can also be benefited from the application of a blockchain to IoT or to the Internet of Energy (IoE) [65] - [67] . An example is detailed in [68] , where the authors propose a blockchain-based system that allows IoT/IoE devices to pay each other for services without human intervention. In the paper it is described an implementation that shows the potential of the system: a smart cable that connects to a smart socket is able to pay for the electricity consumed. In addition, to reduce the transaction fees of cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, the researchers present a single-fee micro-payment protocol that aggregates several small payments into a larger transaction.
Healthcare BIoT applications are found in the literature as well. For instance, in [69] it is presented a traceability application that makes use of IoT sensors and blockchain technology to verify data integrity and public accessibility to temperature records in the pharmaceutical supply chain. This verification is critical for the transport of medical products in order to ensure their quality and environmental conditions (i.e., their temperature and relative humidity). Thus, every shipped parcel contains a sensor that transfers the collected data to the blockchain where a smart contract determines whether the received values remain within the allowed range. Another healthcare BIoT application is detailed in [70] , where it is presented the architecture of a blockchain-based platform for clinical trials and precision medicine. It is also worth mentioning the work described in [71] , which presents a generic smart healthcare system that makes use of IoT devices, cloud and fog computing [72] , a blockchain, Tor [73] and message brokers.
IoT low-level security can also be enhanced by blockchain technology. Specifically, it can be improved remote attestation, which is the process that verifies whether the underlying Trusted Computer Base (TCB) of a device is trustworthy [74] . This verification can be performed by managing the TCB measurements obtained by using ARM TrustZone [75] and a blockchain, where they are stored securely.
Other already proposed BIoT applications are related to smart cities [76] and industrial processes [28] . In the case of [76] it is proposed a framework that integrates smart devices in a secure way for providing smart city applications. In [28] , different blockchain-based industrial applications are reviewed, including their connection to Industrial IoT (IIoT) networks.
Finally, it should be mentioned that Big Data can be leveraged by blockchain technology (i.e., to ensure its trustworthiness), so some researchers [27] reviewed the main blockchain-based solutions to gather and control massive amounts of data that may be collected from IoT networks.
IV. DESIGN OF AN OPTIMIZED BLOCKCHAIN FOR IoT APPLICATIONS
Blockchain technologies can bring many benefits to IoT, but, since they have not been devised explicitly for IoT environments, the different pieces that make them up should be adapted. In order to optimize them, several authors studied BIoT performance in different scenarios. They analyzed a number of influential aspects, but they mainly focus on the performance of consensus algorithms.
An example of performance evaluation is detailed in [77] . Specifically, the paper analyzes whether the Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) consensus algorithm (described later in Section IV-D) could be a bottleneck in networks with a large amount of peers. Actually, the tests described make use of up to 100 peers that interact with a blockchain based on IBM's Bluemix. The experiments measure the average time to reach a consensus and it can be observed how it grows as the number of peers increases.
The scalability of Proof-of-Work (PoW) and Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) based consensus methods is compared in [78] . The author points out that, although Bitcoin has been a clear success, its poor scalability makes no sense today, since there are modern cryptocurrency platforms like Ethereum. In the paper it is suggested to improve PoW performance by mixing it with a BFT protocol. In addition, it is stated that the implementation of the consensus protocols in hardware is probably the most promising way for improving the performance of any consensus method.
Besides the consensus algorithm, other elements of the blockchain can be adapted to be used in IoT networks. Thus, in the next subsections the different parts of a blockchain are analyzed in order to determine possible optimizations. VOLUME 6, 2018 
A. ARCHITECTURE
The architecture that supports a blockchain used for IoT applications should have to be adapted to the amount of traffic that such applications usually generate. This is a concern for traditional cloud-based architectures, which, as it is illustrated in Figure 5 , evolved towards more complex edge and fog computing-based architectures. In such a Figure it can be observed that three architectures depend on a cloud, although, in practice, the dependency degree varies a great deal. In the case of a cloud-based architecture, the data collected by the Node Layer are forwarded directly to the cloud through IoT gateways without further processing that the one needed for protocol conversion (in case it is needed). There are also gateways that perform more sophisticated tasks (e.g., sensor fusion [79] ), but in most cloud-centered applications, most processing is carried out in the cloud.
However, note that traditional cloud-centered IoT architectures have certain inherent vulnerabilities [59] , being the most relevant the fact that the cloud is a point of failure: if the cloud is down due to cyberattacks, maintenance or software problems, the whole system stops working. In addition, it is important to emphasize that if a single IoT device is compromised, it may disrupt the whole network by performing Denial of Service (DoS) attacks [80] , eavesdropping private data [81] , altering the collected data [82] or misleading other systems [83] . Therefore, once an IoT device connected to the cloud or to a central server is breached, the rest of the nodes may be compromised. In contrast, blockchain-based systems do not rely on a unique central server or cloud. Moreover, transactions are verified cryptographically, so when malicious activities from a compromised device are detected, the system can reject its blockchain updates.
The other two architectures depicted in Figure 5 are more recent and offload part of the processing from the cloud to the edge of the network. This offloading is key for IoT applications, since it is estimated that if the number of IoT connected devices keeps on growing at the same rate [1] , the amount of communications to be handled by a cloud will increase remarkably and, therefore, the cloud network capacity will have to be expanded. Thus, Edge and fog computing can be used to support physically distributed, low-latency and QoS-aware applications that decrease the network traffic and the computational load of traditional cloud computing systems.
Fog computing is based on a set of local gateways able to respond fast to IoT node requests through specific services. Such nodes can also interact with each other and, when required, with the cloud (for instance, for long term storage). In Figure 5 , fog local gateways are represented by SingleBoard Computers (SBCs), which are low-cost and lowenergy consumption computers that can be installed easily in a reduced space. Examples of popular SBCs are the different versions of Raspberry Pi [84] or BeagleBone [85] .
Fog computing is actually considered a subset of edge computing [72] , which has recently been presented as a valid architecture for supporting blockchain and blockchainless DAG IoT applications [86] . As it can be observed in Figure 5 , in the Edge Computing Layer, besides fog gateways there is a cloudlet, which in practice consists in one or more highend computers that act like a reduced version of a cloud. The main advantage of cloudlets is that they can provide high-speed responses to compute-intensive tasks required by the Node Layer (e.g., running a full node of a blockchain), which cannot be delivered effectively when using resourceconstrained fog gateways.
There are other architectures that have been explored in the past in order to tackle the architectural issues that arise when providing BIoT services. A brief but good compilation of alternatives can be found in [87] . In such a paper the advantages and disadvantages of four different architectures (that the authors call Fully Centralized, PseudoDistributed Things, Distributed Things and Fully Distributed) are discussed. The researchers conclude that a BIoT architecture should be as close as possible to the Fully Distributed approach, but that, in some scenarios where computational power or cost are limiting factors, other approaches may be more appropriate.
An interesting platform that promotes decentralization for IoT systems is IBM's ADEPT. Such a platform was conceived for secure, scalable and autonomous peer-to-peer IoT telemetry. According to the authors, ADEPT is presented more as a starting point for discussion than as an implementation, but its white paper [88] provides a detailed description on the requirements for the platform. For instance, the researchers point out that an IoT device should be able to authenticate autonomously and to self-maintain, leaving to the manufacturers the responsibility of registering new devices in the blockchain. In addition, ADEPT's vision of mining is different from the one implemented in Bitcoin. Mining is necessary in Bitcoin to restrict currency issuance, but IBM considers that such a limitation restricts scalability and imposes an increasing computational cost. Therefore, ADEPT uses Proof-of-Stake (PoS) and PoW, which guarantee network integrity and security, but which do not impose additional limitations. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that IBM's architecture for ADEPT distinguishes among three types of IoT devices (Light Peers, Standard Peers and Peer Exchanges), which differ in their role and computational capabilities. Finally, the authors of the white paper indicate the software selected for implementing ADEPT (Telehash [89] , BitTorrent [90] and Ethereum) and describe different practical use cases of the system, like a washer that buys detergent automatically when it is low.
Another BIoT architecture is proposed in [91] and [92] . In such papers the authors devise a theoretical lightweight architecture with security and privacy in mind, which reduces the communications overhead introduced by the use of a blockchain. The presented system is oriented towards home automation and its architecture is divided into three layers: the smart home layer, where there are sensors, actuators and local storage; an overlay network of peers and shared storage; and a cloud, which also provides remote storage. In the lower layers (smart homes and overlay network) storage is composed by traditional storage servers and blockchains, either public or private. The reduction in overhead is carried out by removing the PoW consensus mechanism, so every block is mined and appended to the blockchain without additional efforts. Every transaction is also appended to a block and is assumed that it is a true transaction, being the owner the one responsible for adding/removing devices. This simplification eases the blockchain functioning and, although the researchers studied the impact of different attacks on the system, it is not clear that the proposed scheme would withstand attacks performed by compromised IoT nodes whose contribution (e.g., collected sensor values), which is assumed to be true by default, may alter the behavior of other subsystems.
IoT is also gaining traction thanks to its global vision where devices are interconnected seamlessly among them and with the environment. For such a purpose, in [93] it is presented a theoretical blockchain-based architecture focused VOLUME 6, 2018 both on providing IoT services and connecting heterogeneous devices. The proposed architecture makes use of hierarchical and multi-layered blockchains, which enable building a contextual service discovery system called CONNECT.
A multi-layer IoT architecture based on blockchain technology is described in [94] . The proposed architecture decreases the complexity of deploying a blockchain by dividing the IoT ecosystem in levels and making use of the blockchain in each one. The researchers state that the architecture harnesses both the power of a cloud and the security and reliability of the blockchain.
A slightly different approach is presented in [95] , where it is evaluated the use of a cloud and a fog computing architecture to provide BIoT applications. The authors indicate that the architecture is proposed because is really difficult to host a regular blockchain on traditional resourceconstrained IoT devices. Thus, the researchers measure empirically the performance of the system proposed by using IoT nodes based on Intel Edison boards and IBM's Bluemix as blockchain technology. The obtained results show that, under high transaction loads, the fog system latency response is clearly faster than in a cloud-based system. Following similar ideas, the same authors presented another two works. In [96] they describe the implementation of RESTful microservices on the architecture, while in [97] they extend the architecture to a paradigm they call the Internet of Smart Things.
Another architecture based on edge computing is presented in [98] , which describes ongoing research on the development of a hierarchical and distributed platform based on the IEC 61499 standard [99] , which supports distributed automation control systems. Such systems can be structured in two layers: a bottom layer that controls devices and processes, and a top layer that supervises the bottom layer. For the top layer, the platform uses a blockchain based on Hyperledger Fabric [35] that implements smart contracts to perform supervision tasks. The edge nodes conform the bottom layer and are based on a micro-service architecture that makes use of Docker containers [100] and Kubernetes [101] .
Software Defined Networking (SDN) has been also suggested for implementing BIoT architectures. For instance, in [102] it is proposed a novel blockchain-based architecture that makes use of SDN to control the fog nodes of an IoT network. The system makes use of a cloud to perform compute-intensive tasks, while providing low-latency data access through fog computing. The fog nodes are the ones that are distributed, providing services and interaction with the blockchain. The results obtained by the authors indicate that the architecture reduces delays, increases throughput and it is able to detect real-time attacks on the IoT network. In the specific case of a flooding attack, the architecture is able to balance the load between the fog nodes thanks to the use of the blockchain and an SDN algorithm. In addition, the same authors describe in [103] a similar SDN-based approach.
B. CRYPTOGRAPHIC ALGORITHMS
Public-key cryptography is essential for providing security and privacy in a blockchain. However, resource-constraint IoT devices struggle with the computing requirements of modern secure cryptographic schemes [104] . Specifically, asymmetric cryptography based on Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) is slow and power consuming when implemented on IoT devices [41] . Therefore, when choosing the right cryptographic scheme, it should be taken into account not only the computational load and the memory requirements, but also the energy consumed.
The most common public-key based cipher suites are RSA and Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman Exchange (ECDHE), which are the ones recommended by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [105] for Transport Layer Security (TLS) [106] . RSA-based cipher suites use RSA [107] as the key exchange algorithm, while the ECDHE-based ones use an algorithm that makes use of Ephemeral Diffie-Hellman based on Elliptic Curves [108] .
Current RSA key sizes are not practical for most IoT devices. A 2048-bit key is the minimum size considered secure, since 768-bit and 1024-bit RSA implementations were broken in 2010 [109] , [110] . Although possible, the use of a 2048-bit certificates on an ephemeral key exchange algorithm introduces heavy overhead and computing requirements, which are very difficult to accommodate on the constrained hardware capabilities of most IoT nodes.
In contrast, Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) represents a much lighter alternative to RSA [111] , [112] . It has already been shown that, when implemented on resourceconstrained devices, ECC outperforms RSA in terms of speed [113] - [115] and power consumption [116] - [119] . However, note that in August 2015 the National Security Agency (NSA) recommended stopping the use of Suite B, an ECC-based algorithm, apparently, because of the progress recently made on quantum cryptography [120] .
Regarding hash functions, they are also key in a blockchain-based system, since they are required to sign transactions. Therefore, hash functions for IoT applications have to be secure (i.e., they should not generate collisions [121] ), fast and should consume the smallest possible amount of energy.
The most popular blockchain hash functions are SHA-256d (used by Bitcoin, PeerCoin or Namecoin), SHA-256 (used by Swiftcoin or Emercoin) and Scrypt (used by Litecoin, Gridcoin or Dogecoin). The performance of SHA-256 has been evaluated in different IoT devices, like wearables [122] . However, researchers that evaluated the footprint and energy requirements of SHA-256 in ASICs, concluded that, for low-power secure communications, it is more efficient to make use of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [123] . Due to such power limitations, other researchers suggested using ciphers like Simon [124] , but further research and empirical evaluations on real BIoT applications are still needed.
C. MESSAGE TIMESTAMPING
In order to track modifications on the blockchain, transactions have to be both signed and timestamped. This last task should be performed in a synchronized way, so timestamping servers are commonly used.
Different timestamping mechanisms can be used. Traditional schemes rely on having trustworthiness on the server, which signs and timestamps transactions with its own private key. Nonetheless, no one deters the server from signing past transactions. For such a reason, diverse authors have proposed secure mechanisms. For instance, the method implemented by Bitcoin is inspired by one of the solutions proposed in [125] , where each timestamp includes a hash of the previous timestamp, what maintains the order of the transactions (even when the clocks are inaccurate) and makes it difficult to insert fake transactions in the already linked chain. In addition, timestamping can be distributed, hence avoiding the problem of having a single point of failure. Although such a distributed system is prone to Sybil attacks [126] , Bitcoin solves them by linking blocks and using the PoW mechanism.
Other authors recently proposed the use of a decentralized timestamping service [127] or the distribution of its keys [128] , but the topic has still to be studied in detail when decentralizing the service among devices of an IoT network.
D. CONSENSUS MECHANISMS, MINING AND MESSAGE VALIDATION
Consensus is key for the proper functioning of a blockchain. It basically consists in a mechanism that determines the conditions to be reached in order to conclude that an agreement has been reached regarding the validations of the blocks to be added to the blockchain [26] . In practice, the problem is the Byzantine Generals Problem previously described in the Introduction.
The most egalitarian (and idealistic) consensus mechanism consists in giving to all the miners the same weight when voting and then deciding according to the majority of the votes. This scheme may be possible to implement in a controlled environment, but, in a public blockchain, this mechanism would lead to Sybil attacks, since a unique user with multiple identities would be able to control the blockchain [126] .
In practice, in a decentralized architecture, one user has to be selected to add every block. This selection could be performed randomly, but the problem is that random selection is prone to attacks. PoW consensus algorithms are based on the fact that if a node performs a lot of work for the network, it is less likely that it is going to attack it. Specifically, the solution proposed by PoWbased blockchains makes it difficult to perform Sybil attacks by requiring miners to perform computationally expensive tasks that, theoretically, cannot be carried out by a single entity. The work performed usually involves doing some calculations until a solution is found, a process that is commonly known as mining. In the case of the Bitcoin blockchain, mining consists in finding a random number (called nonce) that will make the SHA-256 hash of the block header to have at the beginning certain number of zeroes. Therefore, miners have to demonstrate that they have performed certain amount of work to solve the problem. Once the problem is solved, it is really easy for other nodes to verify that the obtained answer is correct. However, this mining process makes the blockchain inefficient in throughput, scalability [78] , and in terms of energy consumption, what is not desirable in an IoT network.
Due to the problems previously mentioned, several alternative consensus methods have been proposed. The following are the most relevant:
• PoS is a consensus mechanism that requires less computational power than PoW, so it consumes less energy. In a PoS-based blockchain it is assumed that the entities with more participation on the network are the ones less interested in attacking it. Thus, miners have to prove periodically that they own certain amount of participation on the network (e.g., currency). Since this scheme seems unfair, because the wealthiest participants are the ones ruling the blockchain, other variants have been proposed. For example, Peercoin's consensus algorithm [129] takes coin age into account: the entities with the oldest and largest sets of coins would be more likely to mine a block. Because of the advantages of PoS, some blockchains like Ethereum are planning to move from PoW to PoS.
• Delegated Proof-of-Stake (DPoS) [130] is similar to PoS, but stakeholders instead of being the ones generating and validating blocks, they select certain delegates to do it. Since less nodes are involved in block validation, transactions are performed faster than with other schemes. In addition, delegates can adjust block size and intervals, and, if they behave dishonestly, they can be substituted easily.
• Transactions as Proof-of-Stake (TaPoS) [131] is a PoS variant. While in PoS systems only some nodes contribute to the consensus, in TaPoS all nodes that generate transactions contribute to the security of the network.
• Proof-of-Activity (PoA) consensus algorithms were proposed due to the main limitation of PoS systems based on stake age: it is accumulated even when the node is not connected to the network. Thus, PoA schemes have been proposed to encourage both ownership and activity on the blockchain [132] , rewarding stakeholders who participate instead of punishing passive stakeholders. A similar approach is proposed by Proofof-Stake-Velocity (PoSV) [133] . It is implemented by Reddcoin [134] , which is based on the concept of velocity of money. Such a concept indicates how many times a unit of currency flows through an economy and is used by the members of a society during a certain time period. Usually, the higher the velocity of money, the more transactions in which it is used and the healthier the economy.
• PBFT [135] is a consensus algorithm that solves the Byzantine Generals Problem for asynchronous environments. PBFT assumes that less than a third of the nodes are malicious. For every block to be added to the chain, a leader is selected to be in charge of ordering the transaction. Such a selection has to be supported by at least 2/3 of the all nodes, which have to be known by the network.
• Delegated BFT (DBFT) is a variant of BFT where, in a similar way to DPOS, some specific nodes are voted to be the ones generating and validating blocks.
• The Ripple consensus algorithm [136] was proposed to reduce the high latencies found in many blockchains, which are in part due to the use of synchronous communications among the nodes. Thus, each Ripple's server (i.e., miner) relies on a trusted subset of nodes when determining consensus, what clearly reduces latency.
• Stellar Consensus Protocol (SCP) is a implementation of a consensus method called Federated Byzantine Agreement (FBA) [137] . It is similar to PBFT but, whilst in PBFT every node queries all the other nodes and waits for the majority to agree, in SCP the nodes only wait for a subset of the participants that they consider important.
• BFTRaft [138] is a BFT consensus scheme based on the Raft algorithm [139] , which is aimed at being simple and easy to understand for students. Such an aim makes Raft assume simplifications that rarely hold in practice, like the fact that nodes only fail by stopping. Thus, BFTRaft enhances the Raft algorithm by making it Byzantine fault tolerant and by increasing its security against diverse threats.
• Sieve [140] is a consensus algorithm proposed by IBM Research that has already been implemented for Hyperledger-Fabric. Its objective is to run nondeterministic smart contracts on a permissioned blockchain that makes use of BFT replication. In such a scenario, Sieve replicates the processes related to nondeterministic smart contracts and then compares the results. If a divergence is detected among the results obtained by a small number of processes, they are sieved out. However, if the number of divergent processes is excessive, the whole operation is sieved out.
• Tendermint [141] is a consensus algorithm that can host arbitrary application states and can only tolerate up to a 1/3 of failures. In Tendermint, blockchain participants are called validators and they propose blocks of transactions and vote on them. A block is validated in two stages (pre-vote and pre-commit) and it can only be committed when more than 2/3 of the validators pre-commit it in a round.
• Bitcoin-NG [142] implements a variant of the Bitcoin consensus algorithm aimed at improving scalability, throughput and latency. The developers performed experiments with 1,000 nodes and concluded that Bitcoin-NG scales optimally, only limited by the bandwidth of the nodes and the latency related to the propagation time of the network.
• Proof-of-Burn (PoB) is a consensus method that requires miners to show proof of their commitment to mining by burning some cryptocurrency through an unspendable address. The idea behind PoB is that, instead of burning resources (e.g., energy in the case of many PoW implementations), cryptocurrency is burnt as it is considered as expensive as such resources.
• Proof-of-Personhood (PoP) [143] is a consensus mechanism that makes use of ring signatures [144] and collective signing [145] to bind physical to virtual identities in a way that anonymity is preserved. A very similar concept is Proof-of-Individuality (PoI), which is currently being developed on Ethereum by the PoI Project [146] . Finally, it is worth noting that private blockchains, which control user access, reduce the probability of Sybil attacks, so they do not require costly mining algorithms and economic incentives are removed.
E. BLOCKCHAIN UPDATING/MAINTENANCE AND PROTOCOL STACK
The construction of an IoT network requires deploying a huge number of devices. Such devices embed certain firmware that is usually updated to correct bugs, prevent attacks [147] or just to improve some functionality. Traditionally, IoT devices had to be updated manually or with Over-The-Air (OTA) updates [148] . According to some researchers [149] these updates can be performed by using a blockchain, which enables IoT devices to spread securely new firmware versions.
Regarding the protocol stack, some authors suggested changes on the traditional OSI stack to adapt it to blockchain technologies. The most relevant is the so-called ''Internet of Money'' (IoM) [150] , which proposes a set of five layers that operate on TCP/IP (shown in Figure 6 ). Such five layers include:
• A Ledger Layer that creates ledgers and issues assets.
• A Payment and Exchange Layer.
• A Pathfinding Layer that calculates the optimal set of atomic operations to be executed for the desired value transfer or exchange.
• A Contract Layer that controls balances through certain running code.
• An Application Layer that allows for developing applications and user interfaces. More research is still needed in order to study the need for specific stacks and to analyze their performance in comparison to other traditional OSI-based stacks.
V. CURRENT CHALLENGES FOR BIoT APPLICATIONS
Today, emerging technologies in the IoT ecosystem like Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) [151] - [153] , RFID [154] , telemetry systems [155] or 4G/5G broadband communications [156] , [157] have to face several challenges. Specifically, the case of mission-critical scenarios [158] rise additional concerns. Adding blockchain to the mix implies further operational and technical requirements since the development of BIoT applications is a complex process that is affected by many aspects that are interrelated. The main factors are described in the next subsections and are depicted in Figure 7 .
A. PRIVACY
All the users of a blockchain are identified by their public key or its hash. This means that anonymity is not guaranteed and, since all transactions are shared, it is possible for third-parties to analyze such transactions and infer the actual identities of the participants [159] , [160] . Privacy is even more complex in IoT environments, since IoT devices can reveal private user data that could be stored in a blockchain whose privacy requirements differ from one country to another [161] . Therefore, in contrast to traditional online payments, which are usually only visible to transacting parties and to a middleman (e.g., financial institutions, government), the transparent transactions fostered by blockchain are a challenge in terms of privacy.
Identity certification may also be a problem in IoT: if an identity provider is responsible for authorizing entities, it can also be able to block them. To address such a challenge, in [162] it is proposed the use of a permissioned blockchain for securing and managing multiple IoT nodes. The proposed system provides a distributed identity management solution that increases security and protection against attacks by rotating asymmetric keys. Such keys are generated locally on the device and they are never moved from it. To verify the identity of a user while rotating keys, the system makes use of a mechanism called Device Group Membership (DGM) that includes in a group all the devices that belong to a user and, when a user carries out a transaction, it is reflected on the blockchain as it was performed by a device that belonged to the user's group. The proposed solution also enhances security by using a certificate system for authentication and by enabling the hash function substitution if it is compromised. It is also worth mentioning that the system can be tweaked to limit the amount of temporal data stored, which is useful for IoT devices with little storage space (for instance, it could only be stored the data from the previous 24 hours).
Another approach focused on solving the privacy and robustness problems derived from using centralized identity management systems is described in [92] . There the authors emphasize the need for providing automatic authentication systems for IoT applications where scalability is needed and where device heterogeneity and mobility are common. To deal with such challenges, the researchers present a blockchain-based system for IoT smart homes that extracts appliance signatures automatically in order to identify both the appliances and their users.
Access management to IoT networks is challenging as well. Some researchers [163] suggested improving it by defining a blockchain-based multi-level mechanism, which would specify capabilities, access lists and access rights. However, note that, in many IoT applications anonymity is not necessary, but the privacy of the transactions is required in certain scenarios when the collected data may allow for monitoring and predicting people behavior or habits. This has already been an issue in fields like RFID-based transportation card systems, where the stored information (i.e., trips, balance, personal data) is supposedly anonymous, but in practice it may be collected by third parties [164] - [166] . The issue is even more problematic when adding a blockchain, since transactions are shared among peers, what in certain fields like industry or financial systems, allows for monitoring the activity of competitors.
Therefore, solutions have to be proposed to mitigate these privacy issues. For example, in the case of public blockchains a user does not need to know the address of every user, just the one of the counterparty he/she is dealing with. If a blockchain participant makes use of a new address for every transaction, data analysis would become more difficult. This is similar to what smartphones manufacturers have implemented to avoid Wi-Fi tracking [167] , [168] . A more practical but less anonymous solution would consist in using a unique address for each counterparty.
In a private blockchain, since access controls are performed, there is at least one node that knows who accesses the system. Assuming the neutrality of the access controller, it is possible to reduce exposure by establishing an independent blockchain with every entity a user is collaborating with. This setup increases communications complexity, but isolates the user from non-desired monitoring. For instance, Multichain [169] provides a solution for deploying private blockchains (it can work with different blockchains at the same time) that ensures that the activities on the blockchain can be monitored by chosen participants.
Mixing techniques can also help to enhance privacy. Such techniques can collect transactions from diverse IoT devices and output events or other transactions to different addresses that are not linked to the original devices. These techniques increase privacy, but they are not perfect, since they may be de-anonymized through statistical disclosure attacks [170] . Moreover, the mixing service has to be trusted, since a malicious mixer may expose users and, in the case of economic transactions, it may end up stealing coins. To tackle these issues different proposals suggested exposing theft through an accountability mechanism [171] or hiding the input/output address mapping from the mixing server [172] .
Privacy can also be increased through zero-knowledge proving techniques like the ones used by Zerocoin [173] , Zerocash [174] or Zcash [175] . A zero-knowledge proof is a method that allows for proving to a counterparty that a user knows certain information without revealing such an information [176] . In the case of IoT applications, zero-knowledge proofs can be used for authentication or during regular transactions in order to avoid revealing the identity of a user or a device. However, note that these proofs are not immune to attacks [177] . In fact, like in the case of mixing techniques, they are susceptible to de-anonymization through statistical disclosure attacks, but they improve mixing techniques by avoiding the necessity for a mixing server, which can pose a security or performance bottleneck.
It must be also remarked the privacy-focused efforts performed by several initiatives like Bytecoin [178] or Monero [179] , which are based in CryptoNote [180] . CryptoNote is a protocol that makes use of ring signatures and whose transactions cannot be followed through the blockchain in order to determine who performed them. The only people that can access the transaction information are the parties that carry it out or whoever knows one of the two private keys. One of the keys of CryptoNote is its implementation of the concept of ring signature [144] , which makes it possible to specify a set of possible signers without revealing who of them actually produced the signature.
Another possible solution for preserving privacy is the use of homomorphic encryption [181] , [182] . Such a kind of encryption allows third-party IoT services to process a transaction without revealing the unencrypted data to those services. Several researchers have suggested variations on the Bitcoin protocol to make use of homomorphic commitments [183] , [184] .
Finally, note that part of the mechanisms previously mentioned require a relevant number of computational resources, so its applicability to resource-constrained IoT devices is currently limited.
B. SECURITY
Traditionally, three requirements have to be fulfilled by an information system in order to guarantee its security:
• Confidentiality. The most sensitive information should be protected from unauthorized accesses.
• Integrity. It guarantees that data are not altered or deleted by unauthorized parties. It is also usually added that, if an authorized party damages the information, it should be possible to undo the changes.
• Availability. Data can be accessed when needed. Regarding confidentiality, the part related to the transaction data is associated with their privacy, which has been already analyzed in the previous subsection. With respect to the infrastructure that supports the stored data, it can be stated that current IoT applications tend to centralize communications in a server, in a farm of servers or in a cloud. Such an approach is valid as long as the administrators of the centralized infrastructure are trusted and while the system remains robust against attacks [185] , [186] and internal leaks. In contrast, blockchain technologies are characterized by being decentralized, so, although one node is compromised, the global system should keep on working.
For an individual user, the key for maintaining confidentiality is a good management of his/her private keys, since it is what an attacker needs in conjunction with the public key to impersonate someone or steal something from him/her. An interesting initiative related to this topic is CONIKS [187] , a key management system created to liberate users from encryption key management. In such a system the user first has to ask for a public key to a provider, which only requires a user name to register in the CONIKS system. When a user wants to send a message to another user, his/her CONIKS client looks for the counterparty's key in the key directory. In order to avoid key tampering from the service provider (which might become compromised), before sending any message, two verifications are performed: it is checked that the public key of the receiver is the one used by other clients when communicating with the same user, and that such a key has not changed unexpectedly over time. Similar solutions have been proposed for IoT devices, making use of blockchain technology to strengthen their identity and access management, since blockchains provide a defense against IP spoofing and forgery attacks [59] .
Certificates are also essential when guaranteeing security on the Internet. Therefore, certificate authorities that make use of a public-key infrastructure have to provide trust to third-parties. However, such authorities have proven to fail in certain occasions [188] , then having to invalidate certificates previously issued. Some recent initiatives are aimed at fixing certain structural flaws found in the SSL certificate system. Specifically, Google's Certificate Transparency [189] provides a framework for monitoring and auditing SSL certificates in almost real time. The solution uses a distributed system based on Merkle hash trees that allows third-parties to audit and verify whether a certificate is valid.
With respect to integrity, it must be indicated that the foundations of a blockchain are designed to store information that cannot be altered (or that it is very costly to do it) once it is stored. Nonetheless, note that in the past there were certain situations when this principle was ignored. For instance, in 2014, in an event that it is still to be clarified, the currency exchange platform MintPal notified its users that a hacker had stolen almost 8 million Vericoins, what was about 30% of the total coins of such a platform. To prevent the loss of investor funds and the fact that an actor would control 30% of the coin's proof-of-stake network capacity, the Vericoin developers decided to hard fork the blockchain, reversing the damage (a hard fork is a permanent divergence from the previous version of the blockchain). Therefore, although many information sources indicate that blockchains are a permanent storage for data that cannot be altered, it is actually not true in practice for preserving integrity in very exceptional cases. In IoT applications, data integrity is also essential and it is usually provided by third-parties. To avoid such a dependence, in [190] it is proposed a data integrity service framework for cloud-based IoT applications that makes use of blockchain technology, thus eliminating the need for trusting such third-parties.
The third characteristic of security is availability, but it is actually the most straightforward to be fulfilled by blockchains, since they are conceived by design to be distributed systems, what allows them to keep on working even when some nodes are under attack. Nevertheless, availability can be compromised through other types of attacks.
The most feared attack is a 51-percent attack (also called majority attack), where a single miner can control the whole blockchain and perform transactions at wish. In this situation, data are available, but the availability for performing transactions can be blocked by the attacker that controls the blockchain. Obviously, this kind of attack also affects data integrity.
C. ENERGY EFFICIENCY
IoT end-nodes usually make use of resource-constrained hardware that is powered by batteries. Therefore, energy efficiency is key to enable a long-lasting node deployment. However, many blockchains are characterized by being power-hungry. In such cases most of the consumption is due to two factors:
• Mining. Blockchains like Bitcoin make use of massive amounts of electricity due to the mining process, which involves a consensus algorithm (PoW) that consists in a sort of brute force search for a hash.
• P2P communications. P2P communications require edge devices that have to be powered on continuously, which could lead to waste energy [191] , [192] . Some researchers proposed energy efficient protocols for P2P networks [193] - [195] , but the issue still has to be studied further for the specific case of IoT networks.
Regarding mining, some authors suggested that the power consumed by proofs of work could be used for something useful while providing at the same time the required PoW [196] . Obtaining such proofs should have certain degree of difficulty, while its verification should be really fast. Some initiatives based on blockchains, like Gridcoin [197] , reward volunteer scientific research computing with coins (although, as a consensus algorithm, Gridcoin uses PoS). Another interesting example is Primecoin [198] , whose PoW mechanism looks for chains of prime numbers. Thus, a massive infrastructure like the one involved in IoT could also be harnessed to solve problems while making use of a blockchain.
Proof-of-Space (PoS) (also known as Proof-of-Capacity (PoC)) has also been suggested as a greener alternative to PoW [199] . PoS systems require users to show a legitimate interest in a specific service by allocating certain amount of memory or disk. This mechanism has already been implemented by cryptocurrencies like Burst-coin [200] . Other consensus methods have been proposed to reduce energy consumption respect to PoW, like Proof-of-Stake or Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (both described in Section IV-D).
In relation to P2P communications, they are essential for a blockchain to communicate peers and distribute blocks, so the more updates a blockchain receives, the more energy consumption is dedicated to communications. To reduce the number of updates, mini-blokchains [201] may allow IoT nodes to interact directly with a blockchain, since they only keep the latest transactions and lower the computational requirements of a full node.
In terms of hashing algorithms, SHA-256 is the reference due to being the one used by Bitcoin, but new algorithms like Scrypt [202] or X11 [203] are faster and thus can reduce mining energy consumption. Other hashing algorithms have been suggested, like Blake-256 [204] , and some blockchains are able to make use of different hashing algorithms (e.g., Myriad [205] ), but further analyses should be carried out on the performance and optimization of modern hash functions to be used on IoT devices.
D. THROUGHPUT AND LATENCY
IoT deployments may require a blockchain network able to manage large amounts of transactions per time unit. This is a limitation in certain networks. For instance, Bitcoin's blockchain has a theoretical maximum of 7 transactions per second [78] , although it can be increased by processing larger blocks or by modifying certain aspects of the node behavior when accepting transactions [206] . In comparison, other networks are remarkably faster. For instance, VISA network (VisaNet) can handle up to 24,000 transactions per second [207] .
Regarding latency, it is important to note that blockchain transactions take some time to be processed. For example, in the case of Bitcoin, block creation times follow a Poisson distribution with a 10-minute mean [18] , although, for avoiding double-spend, merchants are recommended to wait for about an hour, since five or six blocks usually need to be added to the chain before the transaction is confirmed. This latency requires only a few seconds in the case of VISA [207] .
In relation to the consensus latency, it can be stated that the complexity of the consensus process is more important in terms of latency than individual hashing, but different blockchains, like the one that supports Litecoin [34] , have opted for using scrypt, a hashing algorithm that is slightly faster than SHA-256.
E. BLOCKCHAIN SIZE, BANDWIDTH AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Blockchains grow periodically as users store their transactions, what derives into larger initial download times and in having to make use of more powerful miners with larger persistent memories. Blockchain compression techniques should be further studied, but the truth is that most IoT nodes would not be able to handle even a small fraction of a traditional blockchain. Moreover, note that many nodes have to store large amounts of data that are of no interest for them, what can be regarded as a waste of computational resources. This issue could be avoided by using lightweight nodes, which are able to perform transactions on the blockchain, but who do not have to store it. However, this approach requires the existence in the IoT hierarchy of certain powerful nodes that would maintain the blockchain for the resourceconstrained nodes, what implies a certain degree of data centralization.
Another alternative would consist in the use of a miniblockchain [183] , [201] . Such a kind of blockchain introduces the use of an account tree, which stores the current state of every user of the blockchain. Thus, only the most recent transaction has to be stored on the blockchain together with the account tree. Therefore, the blockchain only grows when new users are added to the blockchain.
In addition, note that transaction and block size have to be scaled according to the bandwidth limitations of IoT networks: many small transactions would increase the energy consumption associated with communications, while a few large ones may involve big payloads that cannot be handled by some IoT devices.
Regarding the infrastructure, certain elements are required to make the blockchain work properly, including decentralized storage, communication protocols, mining hardware, address management or network administration. Part of these needs are being fulfilled by the industry progressively, creating specific equipment for blockchain applications. For instance, miners have evolved from simple CPU-based systems, to more sophisticated equipment that harnesses the power of Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) or ApplicationSpecific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) [208] .
F. OTHER RELEVANT ISSUES 1) ADOPTION RATE
One of the factors that may prevent a wide adoption of a BIoT application is the fact that a blockchain enables pseudoanonymity (i.e., users or devices are identified by addresses, but they are not clearly linked to them). Governments may demand a strong link between real-world and online identity. Moreover, since IoT transactions can be carried out internationally, it may not be clear who should perform the identification.
In addition, note that the value and security of a blockchain increases with the number of users, also being more difficult to perform the feared 51-percent attacks.
Moreover, note that miner adoption rate also influences the capacity of a network to process transactions, so, in a BIoT deployment, the computational power brought by miners should be high enough to handle the transactions received from the IoT devices.
2) USABILITY
In order to ease the work of developers, blockchain access Application Programming Interface (APIs) should be as userfriendly as possible. The same should be applied to the APIs to manage user accounts.
3) MULTI-CHAIN MANAGEMENT
In some cases, the proliferation of blockchains has derived into the necessity of having to deal with several of them at the same time. This can also happen in an IoT scenario, where, for instance, sensor values may be stored in a private blockchain, while financial transactions among nodes that provide services may be supported by Ethereum's or Bitcoin's blockchain.
4) VERSIONING AND FORKS
Blockchains can be forked for administrative or versioning purposes. Once a blockchain is forked, it is not easy to carry out transactions between both chains.
5) MINING BOYCOTT
Miners end up deciding which transactions are or are not stored in the blockchain, so they are able to censor certain transactions for economic or ideological reasons. This issue can happen when the number of conspiring miners are above 51 percent of the total, so small chains and blockchains that delegate their decisions on a subset of miners are susceptible to this kind of boycotts. Therefore, miners have to be chosen wisely and, when smart contracts have been signed, misbehaviors should be sanctioned.
6) SMART CONTRACT ENFORCEMENT AND AUTONOMY
Legal rules have still to be developed to enforce smart contracts and resolve disputes properly. Some work is being performed for binding real-world contracts with smart contracts [161] , but this is still an issue to be further studied.
VI. FURTHER CHALLENGES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Despite the promising benefits and the brilliant foreseen future of BIoT, there are significant challenges in the development and deployment of existing and planned systems that will need further investigation:
• Complex technical challenges: there are still issues to be addressed regarding the scalability, security, cryptographic development and stability requirements of novel BIoT applications. Moreover, blockchain technologies face design limitations in transaction capacity, in validation protocols or in the implementation of smart contracts. Furthermore, methods to solve the tendency to centralized approaches should be introduced.
• Interoperability and standardization: the adoption of BIoT will require the compromise of all stakeholders in order to achieve full interoperability (i.e., from data to policy interoperability) and integration with legacy systems. The adoption of collaborative implementations and the use of international standards for collaborative trust and information protection (i.e., access control, authentication and authorization) will be needed. For instance, authentication across multiple authorities or organizations requires Federated Identity Management (FIM) [209] . At an international scale, such a FIM currently exists only at a low Level of Assurance (LoA). The required LoA (from LoA 1 to LoA 4), as defined by the ISO/IEC 29115:2013 standard, is mainly based on risks, on the consequences of an authentication error and/or the misuse of credentials, on the resultant impact, VOLUME 6, 2018 and on their likelihood of occurrence. Thus, higher LoAs will be needed.
• Blockchain infrastructure: it will be needed to create a comprehensive trust framework or infrastructure that can fulfill all the requirements for the use of blockchain in IoT systems. Many state-of-the-art approaches that address issues such as trust depend on inter-domain policies and control. For instance, the governments should set up a blockchain infrastructure to support use cases of public interest.
• Organizational, governance, regulatory and legal aspects: besides technological challenges, shaping the regulatory environment (i.e., decentralized ownership, international jurisdiction) is one the biggest issues to unlock the potential value of BIoT. For instance, it is possible that some developers fake their blockchain performance in order to attract investors driven by the expected profits.
• Rapid field testing: in the near future, different types of blockchains for diverse applications will need to be optimized. Moreover, when users want to combine blockchain with IoT systems, the first step is to figure out which blockchain fits their requirements. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a mechanism to test different blockchains. This approach should be split into two main phases: standardization and testing. In the standardization phase, after a wide understanding of the supply chains, markets, products, and services, all the requirements have to be analyzed and agreed. When a blockchain is created, it should be tested with the agreed criteria to verify if the blockchain works as needed. In the case of the testing phase, different criteria should be evaluated in terms of privacy, security, energy efficiency, throughput, latency, blockchain capacity or usability, among others.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The transition to a data-driven world is being accelerated by the pace of the technological advances of an Internetenabled global world, the rise of societal challenges, and an increasing competition for scarce resources. In this ecosystem, blockchain can offer to IoT a platform for distributing trusted information that defy non-collaborative organizational structures. This review examined the state-of-the art of blockchain technologies and proposed significant scenarios for BIoT applications in fields like healthcare, logistics, smart cities or energy management. These BIoT scenarios face specific technical requirements that differ from implementations involving cryptocurrencies in several aspects like energy efficiency in resource-constrained devices or the need for a specific architecture.
The aim of this work was to evaluate the practical limitations and identify areas for further research. Moreover, it presented a holistic approach to BIoT scenarios with a thorough study of the most relevant aspects involved in an optimized BIoT design, like its architecture, the required cryptographic algorithms or the consensus mechanisms. Furthermore, some recommendations were provided with the objective of giving some guidance to future BIoT researchers and developers on some of the issues that will have to be tackled before deploying the next generation of BIoT applications.
We can conclude that, as in any technological innovation, there is no one-size-fits-all solution for a BIoT application. Nevertheless, the adoption of the paradigm opens a wide area of short-and medium-term potential applications that could disrupt the industry and probably, the economy, as we know it today. The global reality is a complex mix of different stakeholders in the IoT ecosystem, therefore it is necessary to reassess the different activities and actors involved in the near-future economy. We can conclude that BIoT is still in its nascent stage, and beyond the earliest BIoT developments and deployments, broader use will require additional technological research advances to address the specific demands, together with the collaboration of organizations and governments.
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